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Executive summary
Today’s Oracle enterprise environments face a constant challenge to keep pace with the huge data processing and storage requirements
generated by all aspects of business. They confront the daunting task of scaling Oracle database management systems (DBMS) to meet shortterm as well as long-term requirements. One of the first decisions to be made is whether to scale up (add additional resources to existing
systems) or scale out (add additional separate systems). The HPE Superdome Flex sets a new standard for scalability and expandability while
ensuring flexibility for all transactional, analytical, and data warehouse workloads. With five nines availability, HPE Superdome Flex—coupled with
HPE Nimble Storage arrays—provides an ideal enterprise-grade, compute plus storage configuration. World-class manageability and predictive
analytics support from HPE InfoSight ensure that, in the unlikely event of a failure or fault, Hewlett Packard Enterprise proactive management
systems can easily rectify (automatically, in some cases) or mitigate issues before they become detrimental to mission critical system uptime. A
3-2-1 data protection approach 1 leveraging HPE Nimble Storage’s on-array Oracle consistent snapshots, on-premises backups to HPE
StoreOnce disk backup appliances, and archival of data into Amazon Web Services (AWS) public cloud using HPE Cloud Bank Storage, assures
bulletproof resilience and protection if disaster strikes.

Solution overview
This paper highlights some of the dynamic possibilities for implementing Oracle databases on HPE Nimble Storage with HPE Superdome Flex
and HPE ProLiant servers. Additionally, the HPE StoreOnce appliance with Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN affords robust backup/restore
capabilities and easy integration with cloud storage as a backup target while giving complete control to the Oracle DBA for data protection tasks.
From the Oracle database production environment to Dev-Test and quality assurance (QA) to disaster recovery (DR), HPE offers the most
complete and comprehensive line of servers, storage, networking, and data protection solutions for the modern data center.
HPE Storage Solution Engineering has implemented a comprehensive lab solution to demonstrate key components of our rich product portfolio
to support Oracle database, as shown in Figure 1. This basic configuration can be scaled up or scaled out as needed for the most demanding
Oracle database production and Dev-Test environments. 2

1
2

The 3-2-1 rule of best practice data protection prescribes three copies of data, on two different media types, with one copy kept off-site.
For further information, see the HPE Nimble Storage Sizing Questionnaire for Oracle Database Deployments. Based on responses to the questionnaire, the HPE Nimble Storage
Technical Marketing team will work with you to develop an accurate sizing proposal for the Oracle environment.
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Figure 1. Lab solution with key components from HPE storage portfolio to support Oracle database

This technical white paper is intended for solution architects, database administrators, and system administrators involved in the design and
deployment of Oracle database environments. Combined with more detailed information about specific HPE product features (see Resources
and additional links), this paper helps Oracle architects and administrators to clarify design considerations in building and optimizing Oracle
environments with HPE Nimble Storage, HPE servers, and HPE StoreOnce backup appliances.

Solution components
Primary (Production) Oracle instance
An HPE Nimble Storage AF1000 primary array was the storage platform for testing this solution. Red Hat® Enterprise Linux® 7.4 running on an
HPE Superdome Flex server was used to host an installation of Oracle 12c2 grid and Enterprise Edition database.
Secondary (Dev-Test/QA) Oracle instance
For the secondary Oracle installation, again with Oracle 12c2 grid and Enterprise Edition database software, an additional HPE Nimble Storage
CS1000 hybrid array was coupled with Red Hat Enterprise Linux 7.4 running on an HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server.

Hardware
Servers
HPE Superdome Flex server
• 4 x Intel® Xeon® Platinum 8176M CPU @ 2.10GHz, 28 cores; 56 threads
• 256 GB RAM
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Figure 2. HPE Superdome Flex server

HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server
• Intel Xeon Gold 5115 CPU @ 2.40 GHz, 10 cores; 20 threads
• 256 GB RAM

Figure 3. HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 server (front view)

Storage arrays
Primary: HPE Nimble Storage AF1000 array (software version 5.0.3.0-548113-opt)
• SSDs: 24
– @240GB/223.6GiB, 100K
Secondary: HPE Nimble Storage CS1000 hybrid array (software version 5.0.3.0-562630-opt)
• HDDs: 11
– @1TB/931.5GiB
• SSDs: 2
– @480GB/447.1GiB
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Figure 4. HPE Nimble Storage AF1000 array

Backup solution
HPE StoreOnce backup appliance
• Software Revision: 3.18.2-1809.1
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN
• Version: 3.2.3.1895

Figure 5. HPE StoreOnce backup appliance

Fibre Channel switch
HPE SN6000B 16 GB switch
• Kernel: 2.6.14.2
• Fabric OS: v7.4.1d
Fibre Channel Zoning
• Two FC ports/initiators on each Oracle host
• Two FC ports/targets per HPE Nimble Storage controller
• One initiator to multiple targets per zone
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Figure 6. HPE SN6000B Fibre Channel switch

Software
Server OS
• Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server (release 7.4, kernel 3.10.0-693.el7.x86_64)
Application software
• Load generator (for Oracle database)
– Swingbench 2.6.0.1076 (OLTP and DSS)
Figure 7 illustrates the installation used to perform testing for this solution. Oracle Grid Infrastructure and Oracle Database Enterprise Edition
12.2.0.1 were installed on an HPE Superdome Flex server and an HPE ProLiant DL380 server. Storage for the two Oracle installations was
provided by two independent HPE Nimble Storage arrays. Each server was attached to an HPE SN6000B Fibre Channel switch and zoned for
access to one of the HPE Nimble Storage arrays. For the backup part of the solution, an HPE StoreOnce backup appliance was accessed by the
LAN. HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN enabled backup of the Oracle databases from the HPE Superdome Flex server and the
HPE ProLiant server to the AWS cloud.
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Figure 7. Test environment for Oracle 12c2 with HPE Nimble Storage, HPE Superdome Flex and HPE ProLiant Dl380 servers, and HPE StoreOnce backup appliance

HPE Nimble Storage configuration for Oracle database
Storage layout
For this test effort, multiple HPE Nimble Storage volumes were configured for Oracle data, fast recovery, and redo logs, which is consistent with
accepted Oracle DBA standards. Storage volume standards guidelines can be found in the Storage Layout Considerations section of the HPE
Nimble Storage Deployment Considerations for Oracle Database. Table 1 describes the volume layout on the HPE Nimble Storage.
Table 1. HPE Nimble Storage volumes for Oracle ASM

Contents

Volume Names

Size in GiB (each)

ASM diskgroup

Oracle data
(4 volumes)

OLTPData1OLTPData4

400

OLTPDATA

Oracle fast recovery area
(4 volumes)

OLTPFRA1OLTPFRA4

800

OLTPFRA

Oracle Redo
(2 volumes)

OLTPRedo1OLTPRedo2

200

OLTPREDO
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The volumes were grouped in a single volume collection, all with the HPE Nimble Storage OracleOLTP performance policy accompanied by
caching enabled and 8KiB block size. Figure 8 shows the full HPE Nimble Storage volume collection generated for Oracle testing.

Figure 8. HPE Nimble Storage volumes created for Oracle ASM

HPE Nimble Storage compression and deduplication with Oracle database
As recommended for HPE Nimble Storage, data compression was enabled for all volumes to be used for Oracle database storage. And, as with
most storage products, deduplication is not recommended for Oracle data because the Oracle database system for marking blocks makes
deduplication on storage ineffective. These settings for compression and deduplication are the default for the HPE Nimble Storage Oracle
OLTP Performance Group. (See Figure 9.)
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Figure 9. For Oracle data volumes, compression is enabled and deduplication is disabled

Linux Operating System setup
Multipathing
Linux multipathing was configured in accordance with HPE Nimble Storage recommendations, mapping the World Wide Identifier (WWID) for
each volume to an alias. Following is the content of the multipath.conf file from the HPE Superdome Flex server test system.
cat /etc/multipath.conf
defaults {
user_friendly_names yes
}
devices {
device {
hardware_handler
features
rr_min_io_rq
path_checker
product
no_path_retry
fast_io_fail_tmo
path_selector
failback
dev_loss_tmo
rr_weight

"1 alua"
"1 queue_if_no_path"
1
tur
"Server"
30
5
"service-time 0"
immediate
infinity
uniform
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path_grouping_policy group_by_prio
vendor
"Nimble"
prio
"alua"

}
}
multipaths {
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
multipath
wwid
alias
}
}
blacklist {
}

{
2e68d76767c0a1c9f6c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_data1
{
2b79ab5aed3269d056c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_data2
{
244097f00983222266c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_data3
{
2153c7bc7423e7d906c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_data4
{
28886ad5d0df339146c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_fra1
{
25971732ab8fe62856c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_fra2
{
26e70984cab861d226c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_fra3
{
23f6f10aff8a2da2e6c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_fra4
{
22a5d6bd9f1caff936c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_redo1
{
2fb17e40b49e7b4f36c9ce9009c36a9f6
oltp_redo2
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Udev rules
Whole, unpartitioned volumes were used in line with general DBA best practices and HPE Nimble Storage recommendations. Linux udev rules
were implemented for setting Oracle ASM administrator ownership on the mapped persistent devices, as follows:
[root@ib28-1s17-10 ~]# cat /etc/udev/rules.d/12-dm-permission.rules
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data1", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data2", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data3", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data4", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra1", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra2", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra3", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra4", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_redo1", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_redo2", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
[root@ib28-1s17-10 ~]#

Creating Oracle ASM diskgroups from HPE Nimble Storage volumes
By means of Oracle ASM, these volumes were used to construct three corresponding ASM disk groups with external redundancy on the HPE
Superdome Flex Oracle host. All disk groups were then mounted, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Oracle “ASM Configuration Assistant” showing disk groups formed on HPE Nimble Storage volumes

Oracle database parameters
As recommended in the General Oracle Considerations section of the HPE Nimble Storage Deployment Considerations for Oracle Database, the
Oracle filesystemio_options parameter was set to a value of “SETALL”. This enables both direct I/O and asynchronous I/O on
filesystem files where possible.
SQL> ALTER SYSTEM SET FILESYSTEMIO_OPTIONS=SETALL SCOPE=SPFILE;
System altered.
SQL>
SQL> show parameter filesystemio_options;
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
------------------------------------ ----------- -----------------------------filesystemio_options
string
SETALL
SQL>
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Oracle database space savings with HPE Nimble Storage
HPE Nimble Storage thin provisioning ensures that storage space is only consumed as data is written, and that free space is reclaimed efficiently
without adverse impact on performance. Additionally, the HPE Nimble Storage array features fast inline data compression to decrease the size of
incoming write data. As recommended for HPE Nimble Storage, both of these features were enabled for testing with the Oracle database.
The following HPE Nimble Storage CLI pool command demonstrates the space saving capabilities of HPE Nimble Storage in an Oracle
database environment. In this instance, between data compression and thin provisioning, the aggregate space reduction ratio for the pool is an
impressive 3.58X.
Nimble OS $ pool --lis
--------------+------------+-----------+-----------------------------------------Pool
Capacity(MiB) Usage(MiB) Arrays
--------------+------------+-----------+-----------------------------------------default
3530971
1910327 supernimble
Nimble OS $ pool --info default
Pool Name: default
Pool Description: Default pool
Default Pool: Yes
All-Flash: Yes
Arrays in the pool:
Array supernimble, Capacity (MiB): 3530971, Usage (MiB): 1910327
Pool capacity (MiB): 3530971
Pool usage (MiB): 1910327
Pool free space (MiB): 1620644
Volumes in the pool:
OLTPData4,OLTPRedo1,OLTPFRA1,OLTPFRA2,OLTPFRA4,OLTPData2,OLTPRedo2,OLTPData3,OLTPFRA3,OLT
PData1
Pool space reduction: 3.58X
Pool space savings (MiB): 4921098
Deduplication reduction: 1.00X
Deduplication savings (MiB): 0
Compression reduction: 1.76X
Compression savings (MiB): 1444357
Clone reduction: 1.00X
Clone savings (MiB): 0
Thin provisioning reduction: 2.88X
Thin provisioning savings (MiB): 3476740
Nimble OS $
This whole-volume data reduction compares favorably with Oracle Advanced Compression (OAC), which is limited to reducing the size of Oracle
table data and nothing else. HPE Nimble Storage also has the clear cost advantage because OAC is licensed on a hefty per-core or per-user fee
basis, while HPE Nimble Storage space reduction is included with the product at no additional charge.
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HPE Nimble Storage Linux Integration Toolkit
The HPE Nimble Linux Integration Toolkit supplies optional services for Linux hosts connected to HPE Nimble Storage, including the following:
• HPE Nimble Storage Connection Manager (NCM)
• HPE Nimble Storage Oracle Application Data Manager (NORADATAMGR)
• HPE Nimble Storage Docker Volume Plugin
• HPE Nimble Storage Kubernetes FlexVolume Plugin and Kubernetes Storage Controller
• HPE Nimble Storage Host Tuning Utility (Nimbletune)
The HPE Nimble Storage Oracle Application Data Manager (NORADATAMGR) can simplify the process of recovering an Oracle database with
cloned snapshots. Currently, NORADATAMGR is supported on Oracle versions 11g2 and 12c1, with support for Oracle 12c2 on the product
roadmap. See the HPE Nimble Storage Linux Toolkit (NLT) – NLT 2.4.0 Linux Integration Guide for further information, as well as instructions
for download and installation of the toolkit.

Replicated HPE Nimble Storage snapshots and Zero-copy Clones for Oracle database Dev-Test
and Quality Assurance
For Oracle database Dev-Test and QA environments, HPE Nimble Storage provides zero-copy clone capability to simplify the creation of a new
Oracle instance from snapshots of a production database. The capability to quickly set up a realistic Oracle test environment for validation is of
great value in accelerating the QA and pre-production stages of the DevOps cycle.
HPE Nimble Storage replication of volume snapshots is easy to set up so that copying an Oracle database to a remote location takes little
additional effort. The following sections illustrate how database reproduction was accomplished by cloning scheduled snapshots taken on a
running database. Note that this is an example of the manual process performed on an Oracle 12c2 database. For earlier versions of Oracle, the
NORADATAMGR tool provided by the HPE Nimble Storage Linux Integration Toolkit can be deployed for an even easier database recovery
procedure.

Configuring the Replication Partner
If two HPE Nimble Storage arrays are on the same network, replication partners can be configured through the HPE Nimble Storage GUI Data
Protection page or through the HPE Nimble Storage CLI partner command. Figures 11 and 12 depict how two arrays named “supernimble”
and “10-25array” are configured as partners through the HPE Nimble Storage GUI. First, “10-25array” is added as a replication partner on
“supernimble”. Then, “supernimble” is added as a partner on “10-25array”. After the partnership is established in both directions, the status will
be displayed as “Alive”.
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Figure 11. “10-25array” as partner to “supernimble”

Figure 12. “supernimble” as partner to “10-25array”

With replication partnership configured, a snapshot schedule for a volume collection can be set up with replication to the partner. Figure 13
shows a replication schedule for the OracleOLTP volume collection on the “supernimble” array added for hourly snapshots to the replication
partner “10-25array.”
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Figure 13. An HPE Nimble Storage snapshot schedule with replication enabled for the volume collection "OracleOLTP"

Verifying HPE Nimble Storage replication
After the snapshot replication has been set up, the replication can be verified by checking the snapshots for the replica volume collection on the
partner. The replicated snapshots will be present per the scheduled time interval, as shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The replicated snapshot collections for “OracleOLTP” volumes on the replication partner
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Cloning snapshots for Oracle database recovery
To clone the volumes for the new database, select a snapshot on the partner and click the Clone button. A pop-up window will allow for selecting
the desired volumes and entering names for the clones. In the case of the database, all volumes are selected for cloning. (See Figure 15.)

Figure 15. Selecting snapshot volumes for cloning
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After the snapshots have been cloned, the clones will be displayed as online volumes of size “0” on the partner. The original snapshots show as
offline volumes, with their actual size at the time they were created, on the replication source. (See Figure 16.)

Figure 16. Cloned volumes initially have “0” size

Each of the clones must be brought online. As shown in Figures 17 and 18, this can be done through the HPE Nimble Storage GUI. Select
Manage Data Storage for the specific volume and click Set Online in the More Actions menu. Alternatively, the same action can be
accomplished with the HPE Nimble Storage vol –online vol_name CLI command. For example, in this case of the clone
OLTPData1-clone, it would read as follows:
vol –online OLTPData1-clone
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Figure 17. Bringing the cloned volume online
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Figure 18. All cloned volumes online

Access to the Fibre Channel initiator group must be configured for each of the cloned volumes. This can also be done through the HPE Nimble
Storage GUI, as noted in Figure 19. From the HPE Nimble Storage CLI, the vol –addacl vol_name initiatorgrp
group_name command can be used to specify initiator group access. For example:
vol --addacl OLTPData1-clone --initiatorgrp soldb06
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Figure 19. Configuring initiator access to the cloned volume

Finally, on a Linux host replication target, OS configuration must be completed. In this example, the cloned volumes must be added to
/etc/multipath.conf and to the udev rules. These mirror the corresponding configuration files on the source Linux host, with only the
device names and WWIDs changed to the cloned devices.

[soldb06 ~]$ cat /etc/multipath.conf
defaults {
user_friendly_names yes
}
devices {
device {
hardware_handler
"1 alua"
features
"1 queue_if_no_path"
rr_min_io_rq
1
path_checker
tur
product
"Server"
no_path_retry
30
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fast_io_fail_tmo
path_selector
failback
dev_loss_tmo
rr_weight
path_grouping_policy
vendor
prio
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5
"service-time 0"
immediate
infinity
uniform
group_by_prio
"Nimble"
"alua"

}
}
multipaths {
multipath {
wwid 2a4d224bde3fc819b6c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_data1_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 275279aef3a1935fb6c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_data2_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 2122bacd71822b9816c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_data3_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 2e307abceb92d1e996c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_data4_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 2ce05baa49961df396c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_fra1_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 29f8a7c71446d06ab6c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_fra2_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 2703275f087399b0c6c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_fra3_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 24131ed52d55558196c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_fra4_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 217fe576b1ff1fa7a6c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_redo1_clone
}
multipath {
wwid 22ca77fbd0879bfc46c9ce900d155715a
alias oltp_redo2_clone
}
}
blacklist {
}
[soldb06 ~]$ cat /etc/udev/rules.d/12-dm-permission.rules
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data1_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
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ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data2_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data3_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_data4_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra1_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra2_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra3_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_fra4_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_redo1_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
ENV{DM_NAME}=="oltp_redo2_clone", OWNER:="oracle", GROUP:="sysasm", MODE:="660"
[soldb06 ~]$

Bringing up the Oracle database on cloned volumes
After the HPE Nimble Storage volumes have been cloned, brought online, and configured for initiator access, a few additional steps are required
for mounting and opening the new replica database instance.
ASM discovery of cloned volumes
With Oracle grid and database software already installed on the replication target host, it is straightforward for ASM to discover cloned HPE
Nimble Storage volumes. For example, Figure 20 shows the ASM diskgroups “OLTPDATA”, “OLTPFRA,” and “OLTPREDO” on the cloned replicas.
These were discovered by setting the disk discovery path to the correct location for the mapped devices on the replication host.
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Figure 20. ASM diskgroups on cloned HPE Nimble Storage volumes

Check Oracle audit file path
When Oracle database startup is attempted, a valid audit file destination path is required for the database to start without error. This specifies the
local operating system directory into which the Oracle audit trail will be written. The audit_file_dest parameter on the source database
shows the path to the audit file destination, and this location must exist on the replication host.
SQL> show parameter audit_file_dest
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
------------------------------------ ----------- -----------------------------audit_file_dest
string
/u01/app/oracle/admin/oltpdb1/
adump
SQL>
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This path can be established with the proper permissions on the replication target host if it does not exist.
[soldb06 ~]$ ls -l /u01/app/oracle/admin/
total 0
drwxr-x---. 4 oracle oinstall 37 Jun 8 15:26 +ASM
drwxrwxr-x. 6 oracle oinstall 64 Jun 11 10:59 oltpdb1
[soldb06 ~]$
Create tnsnames.ora
A new tnsnames.ora file must be built to specify network service names with port and IP address for the replication target host.
[soldb06 ~]$ cat $ORACLE_HOME/network/admin/tnsnames.ora
# tnsnames.ora Network Configuration File:
/u01/app/oracle/product/12.2.0/dbhome_1/network/admin/tnsnames.ora
# Generated by Oracle configuration tools.
OLTPDB1 =
(DESCRIPTION =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 16.78.1.101)(PORT = 1521))
(CONNECT_DATA =
(SERVER = DEDICATED)
(SERVICE_NAME = oltpdb1)
)
)
LISTENER_OLTPDB1 =
(ADDRESS = (PROTOCOL = TCP)(HOST = 16.78.1.101)(PORT = 1521))
[soldb06 ~]$
Update the db_domain parameter
If the source database has a logical network domain name, it might be necessary to change or unset the database domain to avoid a naming
conflict when connecting over a LAN. This applies where the name of the database will not be changed from the original, as in the following
example. (For information on how to change an Oracle database name, see Oracle Help Center Release 12.2 - Database Utilities - DBNEWID
Utility.) The Oracle db_domain parameter specifies the domain name. In this case, the source database instance in the test has a domain
name of “us.rdlabs.hpecorp.net”.
SQL> show parameter db_domain;
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
------------------------------------ ----------- -----------------------------db_domain
string
us.rdlabs.hpecorp.net
SQL>
For the Dev-Test instance, we do not require a domain name. Therefore, this parameter is unset.

SQL> alter system set db_domain='' scope=spfile;
System altered.
SQL>
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SQL> show parameter db_domain;
SQL>
Create an init ora file
The replicated database contains a server parameter file (SPFILE) within the “OLTPDATA” diskgroup. The location of the SPFILE is indicated by
the value of the spfile parameter.

SQL> show parameter spfile
NAME
TYPE
VALUE
------------------------------------ ----------- -----------------------------spfile
string
+OLTPDATA/OLTPDB1/PARAMETERFIL
E/spfile.262.977479893
SQL>
For the purpose of starting the replicated database for the first time, an init.ora file can be set up to point to the SPFILE location.
[soldb06 ~]$ more initoltpdb1.ora
SPFILE = +OLTPDATA/OLTPDB1/PARAMETERFILE/spfile.262.977479893
[soldb06 ~]$
Start the database
With all of the foregoing steps completed, start the database with the init.ora.
[soldb06 oltpdb1]$ sqlplus / as sysdba
SQL*Plus: Release 12.2.0.1.0 Production on Mon Jun 11 11:02:02 2018
Copyright (c) 1982, 2016, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connected to an idle instance.
SQL> startup pfile = /home/oracle/initoltpdb1.ora
ORACLE instance started.
Total System Global Area 7.8383E+10 bytes
Fixed Size
22786440 bytes
Variable Size
2.5501E+10 bytes
Database Buffers
5.2613E+10 bytes
Redo Buffers
245645312 bytes
Database mounted.
Database opened.
SQL>
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Verifying operation of the cloned Oracle database
The database can be checked in a number of ways. For example:
1. Verify the instance name in SQLPlus.
SQL> select instance_name from v$instance;
INSTANCE_NAME
---------------oltpdb1
SQL>
2. Check the listener status to confirm services for the database are up and running.
[soldb06 ~]$ lsnrctl status
LSNRCTL for Linux: Version 12.2.0.1.0 - Production on 19-JUN-2018 16:23:42
Copyright (c) 1991, 2016, Oracle.

All rights reserved.

Connecting to (ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=)(PORT=1521))
STATUS of the LISTENER
-----------------------Alias
LISTENER
Version
TNSLSNR for Linux: Version 12.2.0.1.0 - Production
Start Date
11-JUN-2018 13:50:00
Uptime
8 days 2 hr. 33 min. 42 sec
Trace Level
off
Security
ON: Local OS Authentication
SNMP
OFF
Listener Log File
/u01/app/oracle/diag/tnslsnr/soldb06/listener/alert/log.xml
Listening Endpoints Summary...
(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcp)(HOST=soldb06.localdomain)(PORT=1521)))
(DESCRIPTION=(ADDRESS=(PROTOCOL=tcps)(HOST=soldb06.localdomain)(PORT=5500))(Security=(my_
wallet_directory=/u01/app/oracle/admin/oltpdb1/xdb_wallet))(Presentation=HTTP)(Session=RA
W))
Services Summary...
Service "+ASM" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "+ASM", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "+ASM_GRID" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "+ASM", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "+ASM_OLTPDATA" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "+ASM", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "+ASM_OLTPFRA" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "+ASM", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "+ASM_OLTPREDO" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "+ASM", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "oltpdb1" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "oltpdb1", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
Service "oltpdb1XDB" has 1 instance(s).
Instance "oltpdb1", status READY, has 1 handler(s) for this service...
The command completed successfully
[soldb06 ~]$
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Successful execution of a workload on the replicated database, using a tablespace that was originally loaded on the source database, is proof that
the Dev-Test or DR instance is ready and able to handle whatever tasks were intended for it. Figure 21 shows a Swingbench OLTP-like workload
running on the cloned Oracle database.

Figure 21. Running a Swingbench SOE workload on the replicated database

Protecting Oracle data: HPE StoreOnce Backup System with Catalyst Plug-in for RMAN
HPE StoreOnce is the industry-leading data backup appliance, providing high performance and low total cost of ownership. With the addition of
free Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN, this backup appliance offers the ideal data protection complement for Oracle database on HPE Nimble
Storage.

Backing up Oracle data to the cloud with HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN
The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN affords painless integration of HPE StoreOnce with the Oracle RMAN host, enabling
database backup to Catalyst stores, which can reside on an HPE StoreOnce appliance, or on other media, or in the cloud. With Catalyst Plug-in,
the user experience of Oracle backup to HPE StoreOnce is much like any other routine RMAN backup process, only with increased performance
and flexibility. The StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in is integrated with Oracle Enterprise Manager, to initiate backup and restore operations and
replicate data to secondary targets, including the cloud. As a result, DBAs can back up their databases without the need for an additional backup
application to manage backups and recoveries. The plug-in also provides the option to deduplicate the database backup on the nodes, reducing
backup data flow through the network. Another option is to deduplicate on the target StoreOnce appliance, reducing the deduplication load on
the database application servers.
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The following information describes the easy process of installing and configuring the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for backup to the AWS
cloud.

Deploying the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN
Installing the plug-in
The HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN is available for download from the HPE Software Depot at HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plugin for Oracle RMAN. The tar file is extracted on the RMAN host and installation is completed in the Linux shell by running installer.sh as the
oracle user from the command line in the Linux shell. See the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN Version 3.2.0 User Guide for
further information on installing the plug-in.
Configuring the plug-in
The Catalyst installer provides the opportunity to configure basic settings for the environment, such as the HPE StoreOnce backup node address,
the Catalyst store name, and copy options. The installation process is straightforward, as in the following example, where we configure options for
the Catalyst data store and first copy.
[soldb06 HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin-3.2.3.1895-LINUX]$ whoami
oracle
[soldb06 HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin-3.2.3.1895-LINUX]$ ./installer.sh
./hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin/bin/libisvsupport_rman.so
Welcome to HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in-3.2.3 Installation/Un-installation Wizard
Choose options
+------------------------+-------------+
|
Operation
| Option
|
+------------------------+-------------+
| Install
|
1
|
| Upgrade
|
2
|
| Uninstall
|
3
|
+------------------------+-------------+
Enter Selected Option [exit] : 1
Do you wish to continue with a new installation (y/n) [Y] : Y
Enter installation path or press 'enter' to install to default location
[/u01/app/oracle] :
Continuing installation on default path [/u01/app/oracle]
Pre-installation Summary
-----------------------------Product
: HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in
Version
: 3.2.3
Installation Base
: /u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin
Do you wish to continue? (y/n) [Y] : y
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in-3.2.3 installation successful
Post Installation Summary
----------------------------------------------Product
: HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in
Version
: 3.2.3
Installation Base
: /u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin
Installed binary path
: /u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin/bin
Installed log path
: /u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin/logs
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Do you wish to configure StoreOnce Catalyst backup options? (y/n) [Y] : y
Enter HPE StoreOnce backup node address [IPv4, IPv6, FQDN, CoFC] : 16.78.2.14
Enter HPE StoreOnce Catalyst store name to use for backup / restore : rman-on-premisesPROD-backup
Enter HPE StoreOnce Catalyst client ID. If not using Catalyst client permission
checking, leave empty []
Are StoreOnce Catalyst backups to be performed over a Wide Area Network (WAN) (y/n) [N]
: N
Do you wish to configure StoreOnce Catalyst Copy options? (y/n) [N] : y
Enter HPE StoreOnce Catalyst copy store[1] address [IPv4, IPv6, FQDN, COFC] :16.78.2.14
Enter HPE StoreOnce Catalyst copy store[1] name :rman-on-premises-PROD-backup
Do you wish to configure another copy store? (y/n) [N] : n
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in-3.2.3 installation successful
Final Installation Summary
-------------------------------------------------------Product
Version
Installation Base
Installed config path
Plugin/config/plugin.conf
Installed log path

:
:
:
:

HPE StoreOnce Catalyst RMAN Plug-in
3.2.3
/u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin
/u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-

: /u01/app/oracle/hpe/HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin/logs

StoreOnce Catalyst Configuration
------------------------------------------------------------CATALYST_STORE_ADDRESS
: 16.78.2.14
CATALYST_STORE_NAME
: rman-on-premises-PROD-backup
CATALYST_COPY1_STORE_NAME
: rman-on-premises-PROD-backup
CATALYST_COPY1_STORE_ADDRESS : 16.78.2.14
CATALYST_COPY2_STORE_NAME
:
CATALYST_COPY2_STORE_ADDRESS :
CATALYST_COPY3_STORE_NAME
:
CATALYST_COPY3_STORE_ADDRESS :
HPE RMAN plugin version 3.2.3 installed successfully. Press any key to exit ..
[soldb06 HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plugin-3.2.3.1895-LINUX]$
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Configuring a Catalyst Copy Store on Amazon Web Services Cloud
After the Catalyst Plug-in has been installed, additional configuration changes can be made to the Catalyst plugin.conf file located in the
config subdirectory of the HPE-Catalyst-RMAN-Plug-in home. Among the configuration settings used for testing are the Catalyst Store
address and Catalyst copy stores for both local on-premises backup and backup to the cloud. The aws-cloud copy store is configured to
point to an Amazon S3 bucket in the AWS cloud, as shown in the following example.
#########################################################################################
# BASIC CATALYST SETTINGS
#########################################################################################
# StoreOnce node address used for backup. Supply the address of the StoreOnce service set
# Required
# Accepts: IPv4, FQDN, COFC- & IPv6. IPv6 addresses should be quoted; e.g.
"fdca:cd45:5ab0:995::7"
# CATALYST_STORE_ADDRESS:<StoreOnce Backup Node Address>
CATALYST_STORE_ADDRESS:16.78.2.14
# Catalyst store name used for backup.
# Required
CATALYST_STORE_NAME:rman-on-premises-PROD-backup
…
#########################################################################################
#######################
# CATALYST COPY TARGETS
#########################################################################################
#######################
# StoreOnce node address of the 1st Catalyst copy target.
# Optional
# Accepts: IPv4, FQDN, IPv6. IPv6 addresses should be quoted; e.g.
"fdca:cd45:5ab0:995::7". COFC addresses are not supported when APPLICATION_MANAGED_COPIES
is set to DISABLE
CATALYST_COPY1_STORE_ADDRESS:16.78.2.14
#CATALYST_COPY1_STORE_ADDRESS:
# Catalyst store name of the 1st copy target.
# Optional
CATALYST_COPY1_STORE_NAME:rman-aws-cloud
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Figure 22 shows the AWS account view of the Amazon S3 buckets, including rman-cloud.

Figure 22. AWS account view of Amazon S3 buckets

The HPE StoreOnce GUI provides a graphical view of the appliance configuration. Figure 23 shows the Catalyst stores, including detail for the
rman-aws-cloud store and its associated Amazon S3 bucket rman-cloud.
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Figure 23. HPE StoreOnce GUI view of Catalyst Stores, including “rman-on-premises-PROD-backup” and “rman-aws-cloud”, with detail for the “rman-aws-cloud store”

RMAN backup to copy stores with HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in
After the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in is configured, Oracle RMAN backups to Catalyst stores can be executed as they would be with any
tape device. Figure 24 illustrates execution of an RMAN backup with a simple run script utilizing the Catalyst Plug-in, with two backup copies to
both the local and cloud copy stores.
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Figure 24. Running an RMAN backup with the Catalyst plug-in

Verifying backup to the AWS cloud
An RMAN listing of the backup will confirm that the database was backed up to both the on-premise and cloud copy stores. (See Figure 25.)
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Figure 25. A partial RMAN listing shows backup pieces on both Catalyst copy stores, local and AWS cloud

In Figure 26, from the AWS account, the presence of new file objects in the Amazon S3 bucket provides further confirmation of the backup to the
AWS cloud.
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Figure 26. Partial listing of the rman-cloud bucket shows new files from the RMAN backup

HPE StoreOnce Systems are ideal for backing up mission critical data in small to large data centers running key business applications such as
Oracle. Properly configured, Oracle database backups with the Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN provide the shortest backup times and most
efficient use of capacity. With the added capability of RMAN backup to cloud, the HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in delivers an unbeatable
combination of performance and flexibility to address Oracle data protection needs.

HPE StoreOnce Replication Services for Oracle DR
To fulfill disaster recovery requirements, HPE StoreOnce can replicate backup data to multiple HPE StoreOnce appliances without compromising
the performance or availability of the Oracle database. This eliminates the need for a costly Oracle Data Guard license and an ever-expanding
standby Oracle database installation.
For a comprehensive Oracle data protection scheme, HPE StoreOnce appliances offer a winning combination of high performance, high
availability, scalability, and ease of use—all at a very competitive total cost of ownership.

Improving the Oracle environment with HPE InfoSight
Monitoring and tuning HPE Nimble Storage with HPE InfoSight
HPE InfoSight offers unique cloud-based monitoring and predictive analytics capabilities for HPE Nimble Storage arrays, as well as for other HPE
storage and server products. Every second, HPE InfoSight analyzes and correlates millions of sensors from globally deployed systems. HPE
InfoSight continuously learns as it analyzes this data, making every system smarter and more reliable. With HPE InfoSight Predictive Analytics,
86% of issues with monitored systems are predicted and solved through proactive automation, requiring no customer intervention. Of those
issues, 54% are outside of storage. HPE InfoSight is not just for monitoring storage; it is a holistic means for maintaining IT infrastructure health
across the entire enterprise.
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Figure 27 shows the HPE InfoSight GUI, with a performance monitor view of the selected storage pool.

Figure 27. HPE InfoSight monitor view of HPE Nimble Storage pool performance

HPE Nimble Storage VMware vCenter integration
With HPE Nimble Storage VMware vCenter® Integration implemented, HPE InfoSight can also monitor VMware® virtualization objects, such as
VMware® ESXi™ hosts (see Figure 28) and individual VMs (see Figure 29). This makes HPE Nimble Storage with HPE InfoSight an unbeatable
combination for the virtual desktop environment.
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Figure 28. HPE InfoSight with VMware vCenter integration monitoring “Host Performance” of an HPE Superdome Flex ESXi server

Figure 29. HPE InfoSight with VMware vCenter integration performance view of a VM on the HPE Superdome Flex ESXi host running an Oracle database workload

HPE InfoSight predictive analytics
With its vast archive of historical data gathered from customer environments, HPE InfoSight is able to derive predictive insights beyond simple
monitoring. Figures 30 and 31 show predictive analytics in action, where a storage pool is projected to run out of space in two weeks.
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Figure 30. HPE InfoSight composite capacity view of multiple HPE Nimble Storage array pools, with one pool (on the “supernimble” array) predicted to be 100% full in 2 weeks

Figure 31. HPE InfoSight detail view of "supernimble" default pool, with projected usage growth
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While traditional monitoring is liable to raise troubling questions about system behavior, HPE InfoSight gives proactive answers. It can make
accurate predictions of future trends in capacity requirements, bandwidth, and performance. It is difficult to overemphasize the value of such
leading-edge features for the Oracle database production environment. For more information, see HPE InfoSight - Artificial intelligence for the
data center.

Summary
HPE Nimble Storage and related HPE products offer a rich, all-inclusive range of features to support Oracle database production, Dev-Test, and
QA environments. HPE Infosight leads the industry for enterprise-wide monitoring and predictive analytics, while HPE StoreOnce Data Protection
Backup Appliances with the Catalyst Plug-in works with Oracle RMAN to enable peerless data protection on disk, tape, and cloud media.
With this outstanding portfolio of products, HPE is the foremost enterprise partner to meet the challenge of implementing Oracle database
applications with high performance, cost-effective storage utilization, and secure data protection.

HPE proof-of-concept
HPE recommends implementing a proof-of-concept using an Oracle test environment that matches as closely as possible the planned
production or development environment. In this way, appropriate performance and scalability characterizations can be obtained. For help with a
proof-of-concept, contact an HPE Digital Transformation services representative (hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html) or your HPE partner.
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List of acronyms
ASM

Oracle Automatic Storage Manager

AWS

Amazon Web Services, provider of cloud computing platforms

CLI

Command Line Interface

DBA

Oracle Database Administrator

DevOps

A software engineering methodology aimed at unifying development and operations

Dev-Test

Development testing, the development and testing segment of DevOps methodology

DSS

Decision Support System

FC

Fibre Channel

GUI

Graphical User Interface

OLTP

Online Transaction Processing

OS

Operating System

QA

Quality Assurance

RMAN

Oracle Recovery Manager

S3

Amazon Simple Storage Service, cloud computing web service offered by Amazon

SOE

Swingbench Sales Order Entry schema (OLTP-like workload)

SQL*Plus

Oracle Database Utility/SQL Interface
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Resources and additional links
HPE Nimble Storage AF1000 All Flash Dual Controller 10GBASE-T 2-port Base Array
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/product-catalog/storage/disk-storage/pip.hpe-nimble-storage-af1000-all-flash-dual-controller-10gbase-t-2-portbase-array.1010354657.html
HPE Superdome High-End Servers
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/servers/superdome.html
HPE StoreOnce Data Protection Backup Appliances
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/storeonce.html
HPE StoreOnce Systems
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/GetPDF.aspx/c04328820.pdf
HPE Nimble Storage Deployment Considerations for Oracle Database
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/tmg_HPE_Nimble_Storage_Deployment_Considerations_for_Oracle_Database_doc_v
ersion_family.pdf
HPE Nimble Storage Sizing Questionnaire for Oracle Database Deployments
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/HPE_Nimble_Storage_Sizing_Questionnaire_for_Oracle_Database_Deployments.pdf
HPE Nimble Storage GUI Administration Guide - Version 5
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/pubs_GUI_Administration_Guide_NOS_50x.whz/index.html
HPE Nimble Storage Command Reference Version 5.0.1
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/pubs_Command_Reference_NOS_50x.pdf
Using HPE Nimble Storage Snapshot, Cloning, and Replication for Data Protection and Operations with Oracle Database and Microsoft SQL
Server
https://infosight.hpe.com/InfoSight/media/cms/active/public/tmg_Using_HPE_Nimble_Storage_Snapshot__Cloning__and_Replication_for_Data_Pr
otection_and_Operations_with_Oracle_Database_and_Microsoft_SQL_Server_doc_version_family.pdf
HPE Superdome Flex Server User Guide
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=a00038166en_us
HPE Superdome Flex Server Administrator Commands and Procedures Guide
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=a00038167en_us
HPE StoreOnce Catalyst Plug-in for Oracle RMAN Version 3.2.0 User Guide
https://support.hpe.com/hpsc/doc/public/display?docId=emr_na-c04615669
HPE InfoSight – Artificial intelligence for the data center
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/infosight.html
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HPE Nimble Storage Linux Toolkit (NLT) – NLT 2.4.0 Linux Integration Guide
https://infosight.hpe.com/tenant/Nimble.Tenant.00180000011KcdGAAS/resources/nimble/software/Integration Kits/HPE Nimble Storage Linux
Toolkit (NLT)
HPE Nimble Storage - Oracle Integrated Management of Snapshots and Clones Walk-thru
https://community.hpe.com/t5/HPE-Storage-Tech-Insiders/Oracle-Integrated-Management-of-Snapshots-and-Clones-Walk-thru/bap/6986622#.WyAeJyAh2Uk
HPE Storage for Oracle Databases
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/storage/oracle.html
Swingbench - Dominic Giles
http://dominicgiles.com/swingbench.html

Learn more at HPE Data Storage
hpe.com/us/en/storage.html
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